New Features in Release 21.2
(July 25, 2021)
Release 21.2 New Features Summary

• New Shopping Experience - Action Buttons Moved
• New Order Acknowledgement Notification
New Shopping Experience
Action Buttons Moved

- Action buttons have moved - Primary and secondary action buttons have moved from the right sidebar to the top right corner of the page in the document header. These are actions such as Proceed To Checkout, Assign Cart, Return Lines to EPro.

Primary actions are always on the right
Action Buttons Moved
New Order Acknowledgement Notification

Order acknowledgements to contain verification of the items' acceptance. This information is provided to requesters and buyers who subscribe to the new line-level email notification that is sent when a supplier submits an order acknowledgement.

- Navigate to **My Profile > Notification Preferences > Purchase Orders**
- Click the **Override** radio button corresponding to PO **Confirmation/Acknowledgement** to access a drop-down containing alert choices.

**Note:** Notifications will only be sent for suppliers who provide Order Acknowledgement information.
M-marketsite Help and Support

- M-marketsite is supported by the ITS Service Center
  E-mail: 4HELP@umich.edu
  Phone: 734-764-4357

- Training information is located in My LINC.

- Visit the Procurement Services website for Release and Browse Only information, and more

http://procurement.umich.edu/buying/buying-methods/m-marketsite